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SETS WHOSE DIFFERENCES AVOID SQUARES MODULO m
KEVIN FORD, MIKHAIL R. GABDULLIN
ABSTRACT. We prove that if εpmq Ñ 0 arbitrarily slowly, then for almost all m and any A Ă
Zm such that A´A does not contain non-zero quadratic residues we have |A| ď m1{2´εpmq.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Rm “ ta2 : a P Zmu be the set of quadratic residues modulo m. In this paper we find an
upper bound for the sets A Ă Zm with
(1.1) pA´ Aq XRm “ t0u,
where A ´ A “ ta ´ b : a, b P Au, for a large set of m. This question originated from the
corresponding problem in Z : Ruzsa [R] constructed a set of integers B Ă r1, N s such that
B ´ B avoids squares with |B| " Nγ , where γ “ 1
2
p1` log 7
log 65
q “ 0.73..., and this construction
was based on a 7-element subset of Z65 obeying (1.1). As for upper bounds in this integer
setting, we just note that such a setB must obey |B| “ opNq (see [Sa], [PSS], and also [BPPS]),
but no bounds with power saving are known.
Now we begin a discussion of (1.1). In the case of a prime m ” 3 pmod 4q, p´1
m
q “ ´1
and thus any set A Ă Zm with (1.1) is a singleton or empty at all, and so the problem is trivial.
In contrast, in the case of a prime m “ p ” 1 pmod 4q it should be very hard to obtain good
bounds, since the problem is related to two other famous questions. The first one is the clique
number problem for the Paley graph. Recall that the Paley graph is the graph Gp “ pV,Eq
with V “ Zp and ta, bu P E iff a ´ b is a quadratic residue modulo p, and a clique of an
undirected graph is a subset of its vertices such that every two distinct vertices in the clique are
adjacent (that is, its induced subgraph is complete). The clique number of a graph is the size of
its maximum clique. Fix any quadratic non-residue ξ P ZpzRp; then C Ă Zp is a clique of Gp if
and only if ξC obeys (1.1), and so any bound for the clique number is a bound for our sets, and
vice versa. While it is not hard to show that any clique in this graph (and, hence, any setA Ă Zp
with (1.1)) has size at most p1{2 (see Section 2 for a short proof), any improvement of it requires
non-trivial ideas; currently the best upper bound is
a
p{2 ` 1 (see [HP]). The second problem
related to our sets is finding an upper bound for the least quadratic non-residue. If we denote
it by nppq, then the set ξ ¨ t1, . . . , nppqu, where ξ P ZpzRp is again any quadratic non-residue,
has size nppq and obeys (1.1), and so any bound for sets with (1.1) is a bound for nppq, but the
best we know is nppq ! p1{4?e`op1q, due to the work [Bu] (see also the classical papers [V] and
[Li]).
We turn to the case of composite m. Matolcsi and Ruzsa [MR] proved that |A| ď m1{2 for
all A Ă Zm with (1.1) and square-free m which have prime divisors of the form 4k ` 1 only,
and that |A| ď m expp´c?logmq for all square-free m (throughout the paper we denote by c
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absolute positive constants which may vary from line to line). The second author [G] proved
that for any square-free m and such A we have
|A| ď min
"
m1{2p3ωpmqq3ωpmq{2, m exp
ˆ
´ c logm
log logm
˙*
,
where ωpmq is the number of prime divisors of m. Since ωpmq ď 2 log logm for almost all m
(due to Hardy and Ramanujan [HR]) we deduce that |A| ď m1{2`op1q for almost all m (that is,
for a set of density 1; here and in what follows we consider the lower asymptotic density of a
set M Ď N, which is defined as limNÑ8 #pMXt1,...NuqN ).
In this paper we overcome this square-root barrier for almost all moduli. For a positive integer
m, we denote by ω3pmq the number of its prime divisors of the form 4k ` 3. Our main results
are the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let m be square-free and let A Ă Zm obey (1.1). Then
|A| ď m1{2q´1{2p10ωpmqq2ωpmq,
where q denotes the least prime divisor of m of the form 4k ` 3 if ω3pmq is odd, and q “ 1
otherwise.
It is an improvement (due to the factor q´1{2) of the mentioned result of [G] (note that we
obtain worse constants 10 and 2 instead of 3 and 3{2, but it is not so important). While it is
not useful directly for all moduli, it allows us (using some “truncate” trick) to obtain a bound
opm1{2q for almost all m.
Theorem 1.2. Let ε P rplog xq´1{2, 1s and cpεq “ expp´plog ε´1q1{10q. Then for all but
Opcpεqxq numbers m ď x and any A Ă Zm with (1.1) we have
|A| ď m1{2´ε{5.
We immediately conclude the following.
Corollary 1.3. Let εpmq Ñ 0 arbitrarily slowly. Then
|A| ď m1{2´εpmq
for almost all m and A Ă Zm with (1.1).
We now discuss possible improvements of this bound. For η P p0, 1q, we set
Mη “ tm P N : for any A Ă Zm with (1.1) the bound |A| ď mη holds u.
Using this notation, we can reformulate the mentioned corollary from [G] as follows: for any
ε ą 0 the set M1{2`ε has density 1. Theorem 1.2 can also be presented in terms of these sets
Mη: it means that the density of the set M1{2´ε tends to 1 as εÑ 0.
Note that in the case m “ p2, where p is a prime, Zp2 contains the set t0, p, 2p, ..., pp´ 1qpu
which has size m1{2 and obeys (1.1). Nevertheless, it is believed that for any square-free m and
A Ă Zm with (1.1) the bound |A| !ε mε holds for any ε ą 0, and, hence, that the set Mε has
density 1. While this hypothesis seems to be far beyond the reach of currect methods, one can
prove the following weak form of it.
Theorem 1.4. For any ε ą 0 the set Mε has positive density.
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Finally, we mention a lower bound for almost all moduli.
Theorem 1.5. For almost all m there exists a set A Ă Zm with
pA´ Aq XRm “ t0u and
|A| ě expp0.375plog logmq2p1` op1qqq.
In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.1; we closely follow the proof of the main result of [G] with
some modifications. In Section 3 we use Theorem 1.1 and some “truncate” argument to reduce
Theorem 1.2 to Lemma 3.2, which concernes with the properties of large prime divisors of the
form 4k ` 3 of typical integers. In Section 4 we prove Lemma 3.2 and thus finish the proof of
Theorem 1.2. The proof of Lemma 3.2 relies on the fact that if T1, ..., Tr are disjoint subset of
primes in the interval ry, zs Ă r2, xs, where y Ñ 8 and log x{ log z Ñ 8, then ωpn, Tjq behave
like independent Poisson random variables with parameters HpTjq “ řpPTj p´1. Section 5 is
devoted to Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. The proof of Theorem 1.4 relies on the observation that we
have the bound |A| ď mε for any A Ă Zm with (1.1) whenever m has a prime divisor q ” 3
pmod 4q such that q ě m1´ε. Finally, Theorem 1.5 is obtained by a “product” argument from
the corresponding lower bounds for the cases of a prime m “ p ” 1 pmod 4q and m “ q1q2,
where q1 and q2 are primes 3 pmod 4q.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In what follows, we use the words “residue”and “non-residue” for “quadratic residue” and
“quadratic non-residue” respectively.
Firstly, we show that it is enough to prove the theorem for odd m. Suppose that m is even
and write m “ 2m1; then Zm “ Z2 ‘ Zm1 . Set
A1 “ A pmod m1q “ tx P Zm1 : there exists a P Z2 with pa, xq P Au.
Note that for any x P Zm1 at most one of the elements p0, xq and p1, xq belongs to A; denote
this element, if it exists, by pax, xq. Hence, |A| “ |A1|. Further, for any distinct x, y P A1 the
difference x ´ y is a non-residue modulo m1 (since otherwise the difference pax ´ ay, x ´ yq
would be a non-zero residue modulo m), and so without loss of generality we may assume that
m is odd.
Now we prove the theorem for oddm. We induct on n “ ωpmq. Let n “ 1, that is,m “ p is a
prime. If p ” 3 pmod 4q, then |A| ď 1, since ´1 is a non-residue modulo p and, hence, for any
a ‰ b one of the differences a´ b or b´a is a residue modulo p. If p ” 1 pmod 4q, we have the
bound |A| ď p1{2. We give an elegant and folklore proof for that. Let us assume that |A| ą p1{2
and fix a non-residue ξ P Zp. Consider the map ϕ : A2 Ñ Zp defined by ϕpa, bq “ a`ξb. By the
pigeonhole principle, there are two distinct pairs pa1, b1q and pa2, b2qwith ϕpa1, b1q “ ϕpa2, b2q,
that is, ξ “ pa1 ´ a2qpb2 ´ b1q´1. It follows that one of the differences a1 ´ a2 and b1 ´ b2 is a
nonresidue modulo p, and we are done.
Now assume that n ě 2 and the claim is true for all square-free m1 with ωpm1q ă n. Let
p1 ă p2 ă . . . ă pn be the prime divisors of m. Denote by χj the Legendre symbol modulo pj .
Since each difference a´ b of distinct elements of A is a non-residue modulo pj for at least one
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pj , we have
(2.1) |A| “
ÿ
a,bPA
nź
j“1
p1` χjpa´ bqq “ |A|2 `
ÿ
D
ÿ
a,bPA
χDpa´ bq,
where D runs over all non-empty subsets of rns “ t1, . . . , nu and χDpxq “ śjPD χjpxq. Set
pD “śjPD pj . The key observation which makes possible our improvement of the main result
of [G] is that we may restrict the outer summation over those (non-empty) D for which ω3ppDq
is even (since otherwise χDp´1q “ ´1 and χDpa´ bq ` χDpb´ aq “ 0 for any a, b P ZpD). In
what follows, we denote the summation over such D by
ÿ1
D
.
Denote σ “ 1´ |A|´1. Then we may rewrite (2.1) as follows:
|A|2σ “ ´
ÿ1
D
ÿ
a,bPA
χDpa´ bq.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz, we see that
|A|2σ ď
ÿ1
D
|A|1{2S1{2D ,
where
SD “
ÿ
aPA
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
bPA
χDpa´ bq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
.
Thus
(2.2) |A|3{2σ ď
ÿ1
D
S
1{2
D .
Now we need to estimate the sums SD. For D Ď rns we set
HD “ maxt|A| : A Ă Zmp´1D , A obeys p1.1qu.
The following bound is crucial for the induction step.
Lemma 2.1. For any non-empty D Ď rns we have
SD ď |A|2HD ` |A|HD
ÿ
D1ĎD
HD1pD1
(here and in what follows the summation is over non-empty D1).
Proof. For each residue x modulo pD we set
Ax “ ta P A : a ” x pmod pDqu.
One can think of elements of Ax modulo mp´1D , and the difference of distinct elements of Ax
is a non-residue modulo mp´1D . Then by the definition of HD we have |Ax| ď HD; further,
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obviously, A “ Ů
xPZpD
Ax and elements of Ax give the same contribution to SD. We thus see that
SD “
ÿ
xPZpD
ÿ
aPAx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
bPA
χDpx´ bq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
“
ÿ
xPZpD
|Ax|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
bPA
χDpx´ bq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď HD
ÿ
b1,b2PA
ÿ
xPZpD
ź
jPD
χjpx´ b1qχjpx´ b2q
“ HD
ÿ
b1,b2PA
ź
jPD
ÿ
xjPZpj
χjpxj ´ b1qχjpxj ´ b2q.
Let us compute the inner sum. For the sake of brevity we introduce the following definition: a
pair pb1, b2q is said to be special modulo p if b1 ” b2 pmod pq. We haveÿ
xPZpj
χjpx´ b1qχjpx´ b2q “ pj ´ 1
if pb1, b2q is special modulo pj , andÿ
xPZpj
χjpx´ b1qχjpx´ b2q “
ÿ
x‰b2
χj
ˆ
1` b2 ´ b1
x´ b2
˙
“
ÿ
xPZpj
x‰1
χjpxq “ ´1
otherwise.
Denote by BD1 the set of pairs pb1, b2q P A2 which are special modulo each prime pj with
j P D1, and not special modulo every prime pj with j P DzD1. In particular, pb1, b2q P BD1
implies that b1 ” b2 pmod pD1q and thus |BD1 | ď |A|HD1 . We thus have
SD ď HD
˜
p´1q|D||B∅| `
ÿ
D1ĎD
p´1q|D|´|D1|φppD1q|BD1 |
¸
ď HD|A|2 ` |A|HD
ÿ
D1ĎD
pD1HD1 , 
where φ is Euler’s function.
This lemma implies
S
1{2
D ď |A|H1{2D ` |A|1{2H1{2D
ÿ
D1ĎD
H
1{2
D1 p
1{2
D1 .
Substituting this estimate into (2.2), we obtain
(2.3) |A|σ ď |A|1{2T1 ` T2,
where
T1 “
ÿ1
DĎrns
H
1{2
D ,
T2 “
ÿ1
DĎrns
H
1{2
D
ÿ
D1ĎD
H
1{2
D1 p
1{2
D1 .
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Our further argument is roughly the following. By the induction hypothesis we have HD !n
pmp´1D q1{2 (as is usual, the notation B !n C with positive B,C means that B ď fpnqC for an
appropriate function f ); then
T1 !n m1{4
ÿ
D
p
´1{4
D ! m1{4
ÿ
D
1 !n m1{4
and, similarly,
T2 !n m1{2
ÿ
D
p
´1{4
D
ÿ
D1ĎD
p
1{4
D1 ! m1{2
ÿ
D
ÿ
D1ĎD
1 !n m1{2.
Hence, (2.3) gives us
|A| !n |A|1{2m1{4 `m1{2,
and we get a contradiction if |A| "n m1{2. So we easily have a bound |A| !n m1{2 with
some explicit dependence of the constant on n, and this is enough to prove the theorem in the
case where ω3pmq is even. If ω3pmq is odd, we have a better bound HD !n pmp´1D q´1q1{2 if
ω3ppDq is even, and the similar argument gives T1 !n pmq´1q1{4; the only problem for getting
immediately the bound T2 !n pmq´1q1{2 (which would imply the theorem in the same way
up to explicit dependence on n) is that we have only “trivial” bound HD1 !n pmp´1D1 q1{2 if
ω3ppD1q is odd. However, it turns out to be just a technical difficulty and we are still able to
proceed as above. Note that these crude bounds for T1 and T2 imply the theorem in the form
|A| ď m1{2q´1{2fpnq with fpnq “ exppOpn2qq, whereas we are aiming for a better dependence
on n.
We turn to the details. For D Ď rns, let qD be the least prime divisor of mp´1D of the form
4k`3 if ω3pmp´1D q is odd, and qD “ 1 otherwise. SinceD is non-empty, we have ωpmp´1D q ă n
and we can apply the induction hypothesis, which gives us
(2.4) HD ď pmp´1D q1{2q´1{2D p10nq2pn´|D|q.
Recall that the summation in the sums T1 and T2 is taken over D with even ω3ppDq (let us call
these D proper). Set q “ q∅; if ω3pmq is even, then qD “ q “ 1 for any proper D. If ω3pmq is
odd, then qD ě q for any proper D. Hence, in both cases we have
(2.5) HD ď pmp´1D q1{2q´1{2p10nq2pn´|D|q.
for any proper D.
Now we estimate the sums T1 and T2. We begin with a bound for T1. Using (2.5) and
extending the summation to all D, we have
(2.6) pmq´1q´1{4 T1 ď
ÿ1
D
p
´1{4
D p10nqn´|D| ď p10nqn
nÿ
d“1
ÿ
|D|“d
p
´1{4
D p10nq´d ď
p10nqn
nÿ
d“1
p10nq´d
ˆ
n
d
˙
ď p10nqn
nÿ
d“1
p10nq´dn
d
d!
ď
p10nqn
8ÿ
d“1
10´d
d!
ď 0.12p10nqn.
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Finally, we estimate T2. We have
(2.7) T2 “ T 12 ` T 22 ,
where
T 12 “
ÿ1
D
H
1{2
D
ÿ1
D1ĎD
H
1{2
D1 p
1{2
D1
(the inner summation is over proper D1), and
T 22 “
ÿ1
D
H
1{2
D
ÿ2
D1ĎD
H
1{2
D1 p
1{2
D1
(the inner summation is over non-proper D1). We first work with T 12. Using the bound (2.5), we
find
HD1pD1 ď pmp´1D1 q1{2q´1{2p10nq2pn´|D1|qpD1 “ m1{2p1{2D1 q´1{2p10nq2pn´|D1|q
for D1 “ D1 is proper, and hence
(2.8) T 12 ď pmq´1q1{2
ÿ1
D
p10nqn´|D|p´1{4D
ÿ1
D1ĎD
p10nqn´|D1|p1{4D1 .
Now we estimate T 22 . Fix some proper D and non-proper D1 Ď D. Since ω3ppDq is even and
ω3ppD1q is odd, D1 can be represented in the form D1 “ D1ztpju with proper D1 Ď D such that
ω3ppD1q ě 2 and some pj ” 3 pmod 4q; note that pj ě q. Thus, using the bounds (2.4) and
qD1 ě 1, we have
HD1pD1 ď pmp´1D1pjq1{2p10nq2pn´|D1|`1qpD1p´1j ď m1{2p1{2D1 q´1{2p10nq2pn´|D1|`1q.
Then we may rewrite the inner summation in T 22 over non-proper D1 Ď D as the summation
over proper D1 with ω3ppD1q ě 2; any bound of the above type occurs at most |D1| times, and
hence by (2.5) we have
(2.9) T 22 ď pmq´1q1{2
ÿ1
D
p10nqn´|D|p´1{4D
ÿ1
D1ĎD
ω3ppD1 qě2
|D1|p10nqn´|D1|`1p1{4D1 .
Combining (2.8) and (2.9) with (2.7), we obtain
pmq´1q´1{2p10nq´2nT2 ďÿ1
D
p10nq´|D|
ÿ1
D1ĎD
p|D1| ` 1qp10nq´p|D1|´1qppD1{pDq1{4 ďÿ
D
p10nq´|D|
ÿ
D1ĎD
p|D1| ` 1q ď
ÿ
D
p10nq´|D|p|D| ` 1q2|D| ď
nÿ
d“1
pd` 1q2dp10nq´dn
d
d!
ď
8ÿ
d“1
pd` 1q5
´d
d!
ď 0.47.
In light of this and (2.6), we see from (2.3) that
L :“ |A|1{2 `|A|1{2σ ´ 0.12pmq´1q1{4p10nqn˘ ď 0.47pmq´1q1{2p10nq2n “: R.
Assume that
|A| ą pmq´1q1{2p10nq2n.
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But n ě 2; hence, |A| ą 100 and σ “ 1´ |A|´1 ą 0.99. Therefore
L ą p0.99´ 0.12qpmq´1q1{2p10nq2n ą R,
a contradiction. This completes the proof.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
We begin with the following simple lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let m “ m1m2, where pm1,m2q “ 1, and assume that we have a bound |A2| ď
gpm2q for all A2 Ă Zm2 with (1.1). Then for any A Ă Zm with (1.1) we have
|A| ď m1gpm2q.
Proof. For any a1 P Zm1 set
Apa1q “ ta P A : a ” a1 pmod m1qu.
Then Apa1q pmod m2q obeys (1.1) and, hence, we have |Apa1q| ď gpm2q. Summing over a1
completes the proof. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following. First, we restrict our attention to those?
x ă m ď x for which
(i) its powerful1 part P pmq “śpα||m,αě2 pα is at most log x;
(ii) ωpmq ď 2 log log x.
Almost all integers m satisfy (i) and (ii). Indeed, the number of powerful integers ď y is
Op?yq and hence the number of m ď x failing (i) is at mostÿ
dąlog x
d is powerful
x
d
! x?
log x
.
The number of m ď x failing (ii) is Opx{plog xqlog 4´1q by the Hardy-Ramanujan [HR] estimate
#tm ď x : ωpmq “ ku ! x
log x
¨ plog log x`Op1qq
k´1
pk ´ 1q! ,
after summing over k ą 2 log log x (the first summand dominates) and using Stirling’s formula.
Thus,
(3.1) #tm ď x : m fails (i) or fails (ii)u ! xplog xq1{3 .
For m obeying (i) and (ii), let q1 ą q2 ą ... be prime divisors of m{P pmq of the form 4k ` 3.
Take some q2j´1 (j ě 1) and set d2j´1 “ śią2j´1 qi. Denote m1 “ P pmqd2j´1 and m2 “
m{m1; then m2 is square-free, ω3pm2q is odd, and the least prime divisor of m2 of the form
1A number n is powerful if every prime in its prime factorization occurs with exponent at least 2.
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4k ` 3 is q2j´1. Now suppose that A Ă Zm obeys (1.1). Applying Lemma 3.1 and Theorem
1.1, we get by (i) and (ii)
|A| ď P pmqd2j´1pm2q´12j´1q1{2p10ωpm2qq2ωpm2q
“ m1{2
ˆ
d2j´1
q2j´1
˙1{2
P pmq1{2p10ωpm2qq2ωpm2q
“ m1{2
ˆ
d2j´1
q2j´1
˙1{2
exppOplog2 x log3 xqq,
(3.2)
where we use iterated logarithm notation log2 x “ log log x, log3 x “ log log log x, etc. We see
that our bound is good if q2j´1 is significantly larger than d2j´1. If we can find a prime q2j´1
such that
(iii) there exists q2j´1 ą xε such that q2j´1 ą d22j´1,
then we have from (3.2)
|A| ď m1{2´ε{4 exppOplog2 x log3 xqq ď m1{2´ε{5
for large enough x, since m ą ?x and ε ě plog xq´1{2. Thus to prove Theorem 1.2 it suffices
to prove that (iii) holds for all but Opcpεqxq numbers m ď x. Note that if ε ą 0 is fixed then
(iii) fails for a positive proportion of all m, e.g. those which are mε-smooth.
For a positive integer m and y ą 0, we set
Dpm, yq “
ź
qăy, qα||m
q”3 pmod 4q
qα.
Theorem 1.2 will evidently follow from the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2 (the condition (iii)). Let ε P rplog xq´1{2, 1s and cpεq “ expp´plog ε´1q1{10q. Then
all but Opcpεqxq integers m ď x have a prime divisor q2j´1 ą xε with q2j´1 ą Dpm, q2j´1q2.
The same proof gives a similar statement with the exponent 2 replaced by any fixed constant,
but we do not need this here.
We note that in the work [Bo] (see also [HT], Chapter 1, and the work [E]) the following
question (very close to (iii)) was studied. For m ď x and y ą 0 define
dpm, yq :“ maxtd|m : P`pdq ă yu,
where P`pdq is the largest prime divisor of d. It was shown in [Bo] that for any u ą 0, almost all
m have about βpuq log logm prime divisors p|mwith pu ą dpm, pq, where β : r0,`8q Ñ r0, 1s
is a continious increasing function with βp0q “ 0 and limuÑ8 βpuq “ 1. Nevertheless, we have
several extra requirements in (iii) and thus we cannot use this result directly.
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2
For an integer m and set T of primes, let ωpm,T q be the number of distinct primes from T
which divide m. The proof relies on the fact that if T1, ..., Tr are disjoint subset of primes below
y “ xop1q as x Ñ 8, then ωpm,Tjq behave like independent Poisson random variables with
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parameters H1pTjq “ řpPTj 1p . Define the Total Variation Distance dTV pX, Y q between two
random variables X and Y taking values in a discrete space Ω by
dTV pX, Y q :“ max
AĂΩ |PpX P Aq ´ PpY P Aq| “
1
2
ÿ
ωPΩ
|PpX “ ωq ´ PpY “ ωq| .
We cite [F, Theorem 1]. Here
H2pT q :“
ÿ
pPT
1
p2
.
Lemma 4.1 (Ford [F]). Let 2 ď y ď x and suppose that T1, . . . , Tr are disjoint nonempty sets
of primes in r2, ys. Then
dTV
´
pωpn, T1q, . . . , ωpn, Trqq, pZpT1q, . . . , ZpTrqq
¯
!
rÿ
j“1
H2pTjq
1`H1pTjq ` u
´u, u “ log x
log y
,
where, for any set T of primes, ZpT q is a Poisson random variable with parameter H1pT q, and
ZpT1q, . . . , ZpTrq are independent.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.2. We may suppose that ε is small enough since other-
wise the claim follows by taking the implied constant large enough. Set
θ “ Cplog ε´1q1{10,
where C is a fixed, large constant. We consider the primes of the form 4k ` 3 in the interval
pxε, x?εs. Set y0 “ x
?
ε and yj “ y1{θj0 for j “ 1, ..., J , where
(4.1) J “ maxtj : θ´j ě ε1{2u “
Z
log ε´1
2 log θ
^
— logpε
´1q
log logpε´1q .
Further, define
Tj “ tq ” 3 pmod 4q prime : q P pyj, yj´1su p1 ď j ď Jq.
Then T1, ..., TJ , are disjoint subsets of primes in pxε, x
?
εs and by the Mertens theorem for
arithmetic progressions,
(4.2) λj :“ H1pTjq “ 1
2
log
log yj´1
log yj
`Op1q “ 1
2
log θ `Op1q P p1
3
log θ, log θq,
since ε is small enough. For a randomly chosen m P r1, xs, let ωj “ ωpm,Tjq and Zj “ ZpTjq
for each j, and ω “ pω1, . . . , ωJq and Z “ pZ1, . . . , ZJq. Applying Lemma 4.1, we obtain
dTV pω,Zq ! expp´ε´1{2q ` plog θq´1
ÿ
qąxε
q´2 ! expp´ε´1{2q.
Here we used that ε ě plog xq´1{2. In particular, for any event E Ă NJ0 we have
(4.3) |Ppω P Eq ´ PpZ P Eq| ! expp´ε´1{2q.
Our main idea is to show that the event
E “ tpe1, . . . , eJq P NJ0 : D j ď J ´ 3 with ej`3 “ 0, ej`2 “ 1, ej`1 “ 0 and ej “ 1u
is very likely. This corresponds to ωj`3 “ 0, ωj`2 “ 1, ωj`1 “ 0 and ωj “ 1 for some
j. For such m, it is then very likely that q1, the unique prime divisor of m in Tj`2, satisfies
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q1 ą Dpm, q1q2 “ Dpm, yj`3q2 and that q2, the unique prime divisor of m in Tj , satisfies
q2 ą Dpm, q2q2 “ Dpm, yj`1q2. Furthermore, one of the primes q1, q2 has an odd index, that is,
equals q2h´1 for some h.
For any k ď pJ ´ 3q{4, we have by (4.2)
P
`
Z4k`3 “ 0, Z4k`2 “ 1, Z4k`1 “ 0, Z4k “ 1
˘ “ λ4k`2λ4ke´λ4k`3´λ4k`2´λ4k`1´λ4k ě θ´4.
The 4-tuples pZ4k`3, Z4k`2, Z4k`1, Z4kq are independent for different k. Therefore,
PpZ R Eq ď p1´ θ´4qpJ{4q´2 ď e´θ´4pJ{4´2q.
By (4.3), it follows that
(4.4) Ppω R Eq ! e´θ´4pJ{4´2q ` e´ε´1{2 ! e´plog ε´1q1{2 ! cpεq
using (4.1).
We do not want m to have a big smooth part. Consider the condition
(iv) For every 0 ď j ď J , Dpm, yjq ď yθ{2j .
Using Theorem 07 of [HT], it follows for some absolute constant c0 ą 0 that the number of
m ď x failing (iv) is at most
!
Jÿ
j“0
xe´c0θ{2 ! xcpεq
if C is taken large enough in the definition of θ. Therefore, by (4.4), the number of integers
m ď x which fail (iv) or have ω R E is Opcpεqxq. By (3.1), the number of m ď x failing (i) or
failing (ii) is likewise Opcpεqxq.
Consider now an integer m ď x satisfying (i), (ii), (iv) and ω P E. In particular, by (i) the
primes q|m with q ą xε divide m to the first power only. By ω P E, there is at least one
j ď J ´ 3 such that
ωj`3 “ 0, ωj`2 “ 1, ωj`1 “ 0, ωj “ 1.
Let q1 be the unique prime divisor of m in Tj`2 and q2 be the unique prime divisor of m in Tj .
By (iv),
Dpm, q1q “ Dpm, yj`3q ď yθ{2j`3 “ y1{2j`2 ď pq1q1{2.
and likewise
Dpm, q2q “ Dpm, yj`1q ď yθ{2j`1 “ y1{2j ď pq2q1{2.
Furthermore, one of the primes q1, q2 has an odd index, that is, equals q2h´1 for some h. This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.4 AND 1.5
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We may assume that ε P p0, 1{2q. We claim that Mε contains every
number m that has a prime factor q ě m1´ε with q ” 3 pmod 4q. To see this, suppose that
A Ă Zm obeys pA ´ Aq X Rm “ t0u. Then by Lemma 3.1 (with m1 “ mq´1, m2 “ q and
gpm2q “ 1) we see that |A| ď mq´1 ď mε. As each number m has at most one such prime
factor q, the number of such m ď x is at leastÿ
x1´εďqďx
#tm P p1, xs : q|mu “ x
2
log
ˆ
1
1´ ε
˙
`O
ˆ
x
log x
˙
,
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by the Mertens theorem for arithmetic progressions. 
To prove Theorem 1.5, we first need the following two results.
Lemma 5.1 (Cohen [C]). For any prime p ” 1 pmod 4q there exists A Ă Zp obeying (1.1) with
|A| ě 1
2 log 2
log p.
For sake of completeness, we provide a proof here. We follow the short argument from [G].
Proof. Consider the complete graph G “ pV,Eq with V “ Zp and the partition E “ E1 ŮE2,
where E1 “ tpx, yq : x ´ y is a residueu and E2 “ EzE1. Then, by Ramsey’s theorem for
two colours (see, for instance, [TV], Theorem 6.9), one can find a complete monochromatic
subgraph G1 “ pV 1, E 1q of our graph G with |V 1| “ n whenever |V | “ p ě `2n´2
n´1
˘
. We thus
can find such a subgraph of size n ě log p{ log 4. If E Ď E2, then the set V 1 of its vertices gives
an example we need; if E Ď E1, then for any non-residue ξ P Zp we get such an example in the
form ξV 1. The claim follows. 
Lemma 5.2. Let q1 ą q2 be primes 3 pmod 4q. Then there exists A Ă Zq1q2 obeying (1.1) with
|A| ě 1
log 2
log q2.
Proof. For j “ 1, 2, let Vj “ pZqj , Eqjq be the tournament of quadratic residues modulo qj , that
is, the directed graph with the set of vertices Zqj and ta, bu P Eqj iff a ´ b P Rqjzt0u. It is
well-known ([St]; see also [EM]) that any tournament on n vertices contains a transitive sub-
tournament of size tlog n{ log 2u`1 (it follows from the fact that any tournament on 2n vertices
contains a transitive subtournament of size n ` 1, which can be proved by an easy induction).
Applying this to Vj , we find two sets A1 “ tap1q1 , ..., ap1qk u Ă Zq1 and A2 “ tap2q1 , ..., ap2qk u Ă Zq2
of size k ě log q2{ log 2 such that apjqs ´ apjqt P Rqj for 1 ď s ă t ď k and j “ 1, 2. Then the
set A “ tpap1qs , ap2qk`1´squks“1 Ă Zq1q2 is what we need, since
´
´1
qj
¯
“ ´1 for j “ 1, 2. 
Note that Graham and Ringrose [GR] showed that the least quadratic non-residue nppq satis-
fies nppq " log p log log log p infinitely often, and one can expect that the same bound holds in-
finitely often for primes p ” 1 pmod 4q and q ” 3 pmod 4q separately. Then, as was mentioned
in the introduction, we can use the sets ξ ¨ t1, ..., nppqu, where ξ P ZpzRp is any non-residue,
instead of those we constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.1, and the sets tps, n ` 1 ´ squns“1,
where n “ mintnpq1q, npq2qu instead of those from Lemma 5.2. As this bound on nppq applies
only to a very sparse set of primes p, using it would not affect our lower bound in Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let ωjpm, tq “ #tp ď t : p|m, p ” j pmod 4qu, j P t1, 3u. Consider
the set of m ď x such that
(a) p2|m implies that p ą log x;
(b) |ωjpm, tq ´ 0.5 log log t| ă plog log xq2{3 p3 ď t ď m, j P t1, 3uq.
The number of m failing (a) is Opx{ log xq. Almost all integers satisfy (b), and this may be
derived from Theorem 7.2 in Kubilius [K], upon taking f to be the strongly additive function
with fppq “ 1 if p ” j pmod 4q and fppq “ 0 otherwise. Now suppose that m P p?x, xs obeys
(a) and (b). For p|m and p ą log x, p divides m to the first power. By Lemma 5.1, for such
p ” 1 pmod 4q there is a set Ap Ă Zp with (1.1) of size" log p. Let q1 ą q2 ą ... be the primes
3 pmod 4q dividing m, greater than log x; each of them also divides m to the first power. By
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Lemma 5.2, there is a set Aq2j´1q2j Ă Zq2j´1q2j with (1.1) of size " log q2j . Further, it is easy to
see that the set
A “
ź
p|m
p”1 pmod 4q
pąlog x
Ap ˆ
ź
q2j |m
q2jąlog x
Aq2j´1q2j Ă
ź
p|m
Zp Ď Zm
obeys (1.1). It remains to estimate |A|. By (b) with t “ m, we get
log |A| ě
ÿ
p|m,pąlog x
p”1 pmod 4q
plog log p´Op1qq `
ÿ
q2j |m,
q2jąlog x
plog log q2j ´Op1qq
“
ÿ
p|m,pąlog x
p”1 pmod 4q
log log p` 0.5
ÿ
q|m,qąlog x
q”3 pmod 4q
log log q ´Oplog log xq.(5.1)
Using Abel’s summation technique, we find by (b) thatÿ
p|m,log xăpď?x
p”1 pmod 4q
log log p ě ω1pm,?xq log log?x´ ω1pm, log xq log log log x´
ż ?x
log x
ω1pm,uqdu
u log u
“ 0.25plog log xq2 `Opplog log xq5{3q.
Analogously, ÿ
q|m,log xăqď?x
q”3 pmod 4q
log log q ě 0.25plog log xq2 `Opplog log xq5{3q.
The claim follows from (5.1). 
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